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Abstract
Recently, a lot of effort has been made to investigate modular design in different firms. It is 
necessary to increase diversity among the products while controlling the lead-time and trying to 
decrease it to keep up with competitors.
Manufacturing firms today are involved in a rough competitive market with the aim of expanding 
product variation as much as possible while controlling the expenses. However, technology may 
not progress fast enough to cover the market demand of having new products. Also, current 
changes in some part of a product requires changes in design of the whole system again, which is 
time consuming and expensive. Time to market, time to upgrade whole design team with new 
design, timing closure- all these make a tremendous risk in a product development process. The 
more efficient the platform is, the more flexibility for changes in design of each component.

Handling both invention and time limiting is the art of firms today.

But how it is practical to manage time limitation and producing new products?

Modular design is one of the significant solutions to handle time limitation and product diversity, 
which is growing very fast amount different technologies. 

Radio Units (RU) are the mobile communication equipments and, the rapid growth in telecom 
products shows the critical and important role of this investment over modularization of radio 
units as well as other technologies. 
In this thesis we use the Design Structure Matrix (DSM) as a tool for modular product 
architecture design. Because of the mechanical and electrical nature of Radio Units and the 
complexity in types of data flows and interfaces between parts, we needed to consider 
functionality as well as components in the DSM analysis. Our results identify three significant 
layers of modules instead of one, which will increase the role of bigger modules in design but at 
the same time make it possible to decompose and redesign other modules.

Keywords: Modular design, Radio Units, telecom devices, Design structure Matrix (DSM)
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1. Introduction

Manufacturing firms today find themselves in a rough competitive market that seeks to expand 
product variation while controlling the expenses. Time to market, time to upgrade a whole design 
team with a new design, and timing closure are all a tremendous risk in the product development 
process [6].                                      
However the technology may not progress fast enough to cover the market’s demands for
products that satisfying seeking diversity within customers.  
      On the other hand, because of the high degree of coupling between of elements of products,
sub-systems or departments, any changes in designed elements and any innovation in product 
design makes it necessary to redesign the connected elements and fit the rest of the product to be 
compatible with the new approaches in limited parts, which cause increases in costs. 

Handling both innovation and time limiting is the key of successful design teams. Finding a 
solution that enhances flexibility of design against applying changes in design of limited elements 
will reduce the timing risk while reducing the design cost and handle better augmentation. But 
how is it practical to manage time limitation and apply changes from new technologies to 
produce new products? What difficulties should be considered in possible solutions and what are 
the restrictions?

     Modular design in this way is a dominant solution.

Definition- Modular design is a significant solution in order to seek diversity among the 
customers, which is expanding very fast within various firms. It is a way of designing complex 
products by using the sub-systems and looking for dependency within and independency between 
the modules [1] [8].
In modularity, the whole product decomposes into parts, components or sub-systems that are 
called Modules. These modules are the parts of final product and will be assembled at the 
manufacturing section. Each of the modules has a particular role in product architecture and 
degree of modularity within product design.
Each of the modules has a particular role that has to be stated carefully in order to prevent 
vagueness and uncertainty in integration [13]. This is useful also in the assembly of the modules 
to build up a feasible combination of modules instead of an impractical one. The right 
combination of modules is the one that lets each module work correctly in relationship with the 
other modules, such that the operation of modules is fulfilled to its optimal capability [12].
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The aim of modular design is to redesign the complex products in such way that the sub-systems 
in whole system become recognizable, and it has to be able to redesign each of them with the 
lowest degree of dependency on other sub-systems. 

   

Figure 1. Products modification chain

1.1Modules types

The best modules are loosely coupled, that is to say that changes in one module have the 
minimum effect on other modules, [14] and they are very efficiently reused  since they are 
already designed and the interfaces well-defined. 
Modules types can be divided in two major categories: 

 Hidden and Visible modules: Hidden modules have the lowest degree of dependency; 
therefore, their re-design does not have considerable effect on the other modules, while 
the visible modules’ re-design will cause changes in other modules [2].

 Functional and Spatial modules: The modules can have spatial and physical 
characteristics while having specific functional characteristics. in order to study and 
design a modular system it is possible to focus on functional or spatial concerns 
separately or look after both of these characteristics.
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1.2Modular design procedure
The information provided by the designer can be used to organize the product architecture and 
clear the path for each of the design teams. Obviously, design processes cannot be done all at 
once and there are different kinds of design teams that have different roles. How to divide the 
teams and merge all the approaches from those teams in order to come up with the complete 
product are concerns of modular design as well. The elements of modular design can be physical 
elements, tasks or functionality of physical elements as well. 

- First step: Decomposition of the whole system into elements properly. In this procedure, the 
product has been decomposed into the sub-systems. Sub-systems have been decomposed into the 
elements. This procedure can continue deeper into the structure of the product until the level of 
the systems chunks. The problem here is to decide how to decompose the product finely. It is 
normally recommended to continue the decomposition procedure one step further than the 
intended level. Complete discussion can be found in [7].

- Second step: Finding out the interface between the elements and study the types and strength of 
the dependency.

- Third step: Try to integrate the elements into the chunks in such a way that results in a lower 
degree of dependency between the chunks [5].

1.3Case of Study

This master thesis has been done at Ericsson AB’s predevelopment department. The purpose was 
to support radio unit design team. In this department, designers work on mobile communication 
devices and more specifically on radio remote units (RRUS) and integrated radio unit (AIR). In
Figure 1, we can understand the role of this department better. After project X has been 
completed, the design team can release the portfolio of product A. If the evaluation of product A 
shows some weakness in one of the four objects in this product, the revised portfolio under the 
name of product B can be prepared. The problem comes up when some of the components are 
modified and changed under project Y. In that case, it is necessary to redesign the rest of the 
product’s component, as well as map out the types of dependency with the newly designed 
components. By reducing the dependency between parts and making them independent, it is 
possible to release product B and C at the same time, which can satisfy different tastes and needs 
of costumers. 

The study case focuses on the radio unit as a part of radio base stations. It contains mechanical 
and electrical parts, and it is necessary to correctly decompose the whole product in the first step 
in modular design. However, there will be some visible modules that introduce the reworks and 
iterations mentioned before [2].
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1.4Radio Units

Radio Units (RU) as a part of Radio Base Stations (RBS) have outstanding role of supporting 
wide variety of radio equipment’s coverage and capacity. 
The design structure matrix (DSM) used as the tool to analysis the elements in design process. 
Outcomes of the DSM analysis will help us to see the data flow in the system in a better way and
also gives the opportunity to re-arrange the elements in the system to reduce the information 
cycles and make independent modules [11]. 
RU’s main performance known as transceiver therefore the analogue architecture of transceivers 
gives the general understanding of RUs functionality. 

Figure 2 shows generic architecture of transmitter and receiver.

Figure 2. Analog RF system: (a) transmitter (b) receiver 

In transmitter side the antenna scatters the amplified and modulating signal. The modulating 
signal introduce after modulates a high-frequency carrier. The transmitted signal is baseband. The 
modulated RF signal is amplified, before filtering and transmitting from the antenna.
In receiver side the received signal is amplified with a low noise amplifier then the frequency 
transfer to the lower frequency by the down converter in order to apply to the demodulator [24].
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The overview of RU main blocks and interfaces are depicted in Figure 3. The power amplifier 
board and antenna interface board are complementary boards to the TRX board and build the RU 
together [25].

Figure 3. RU main blocks and interfaces
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2 Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
The design structure matrix (DSM) is the tool used to model a complex system, and it makes it 
easier to visualize and analyze the interfaces between elements of that system. 

Definition- Design Structure Matrix is a square matrix, which means it has equal number of rows 
and columns. Elements of rows are same as the elements of columns. The diagonal marks are the 
intersection between repeated elements; therefore it does not provide any more information.
The other marks on this matrix show an existence of interface or data flow between available 
elements. Figure 6Figure 4 shows a delineation of DSM.

Figure 4. Example of DSM delineation                                

In different literature those off-diagonal marks stands for data flow by using two different 
methods. One method describes each mark as an interface between related row and column such
that the mark shows the element in column gives information or prepares data as input for the 
element in related row.
The other method acts vice versa; the output of elements in rows acts as input for related 
elements in columns. We will show the desired method by sketching a bent arrow at the top-right 
side of our DSM matrix. From here on, all the DSM matrixes that we will use are the same as the 
first method. It means each mark on the matrix shows the data flow from elements in columns to 
the related elements in rows. 

2.1DSM taxonomy

The classification of DSM has been done based on the types of input data in this matrix. In other 
words, types of the entries to the rows and columns specify the classification of the DSM.
This classification has four different categories [3].

 Component-Based or Architecture DSM
 Team-Based or Organization DSM
 Activity-Based or Schedule DSM
 Parameter-Based or Low-Level Schedule DSM
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A description of each of the classes is summarized in Table 1.

Component-Based DSM Team-Based DSM Activity-Based DSM Parameter-Based DSM

Used for systems 
architecture and 
modeling 
organizations based 
on components and 
their interfaces

Modeling the 
organization based on 
people’s activities in 
team integrations

Models the processes 
and activities based on 
the activities’ relations 

Models the 
relationships between 
design parameters, 
design decisions, etc.

Table 1. Design Structure Matrix classification and descriptions

                                

Due to the specifications of the radio unit and the targets of modular design, we have to choose 
component-based DSM. 

This part will be about the static classification of the design structure matrix. In Figure 5. DSM 
Clasification (Static or Time-based) are shown. 

2.2System interactions taxonomy

After deciding about the type of DSM, one shows scheme a systematic taxonomy of interaction 
types as well. The possible classifications are [7]:

 Spatial: These are defined interactions between elements that need to be adjusted or 
oriented or move in a way that cause fewer interactions with other elements.

 Energy: Energy transfer between two elements such as power supply.
 Information: Identify the need for information or signal exchange
 Material: Identify the needs for material exchange

In this case energy, information and spatial interactions are useful but the material interactions 
are not related to the design of radio units. 
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The spatial interaction comes to account to specify the places of subsystems on PCB boards to 
reduce the connectors and spaces between modules. In this research I would put less importance 
on Spatial Interactions compare to the Energy and Information interactions because there is no 
physical or mechanical interfaces between the modules.

          

Figure 5. DSM Clasification (Static or Time-based)

                                      

2.3Building Design Structure Matrix 

2.3.1 Decomposition
Much like any other problems in engineering, it is easier to first break down the problem 
to the smaller problems and handles each of them separately. In every complex system, it 
is more facilitated to solve smaller problems first in order to handle the general problem. 
In [7] Eppinger and Plimmer mentioned two main reasons for decomposition:

 It is easier to solve smaller problems rather than a bigger one
 Different  sub-problems can be solved parallel with each other

The most important problem in decomposition occurs when it comes to the decision of how 
finely the product should be divided. There are some loaders to the DSM that are called 
“common” loaders. These loaders are an assembly that is common in different variation of 
products [12]. In our case of study it is essential to define the common loaders and to not 
decompose them. Taking apart those in the procedure of decomposition make the design difficult 
to manage and cause us to lose the direction of our goal of modular design at a certain level [12].
One method, which we are going to apply was suggested in [7] by Eppinger and Pimmler. In this 
method, first the functional elements should be utilized and the fundamental interactions between 
the sub-systems will be documented such as material, energy, spatial or signal interactions. 

DSM

Static

Component-
Based DSM

Team-Based

DSM

Time-Based

Parameter-Based 

DSM

Activity-Based

DSM
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Later on, by assigning physical elements to the functional decomposed sub-systems, maybe more 
interactions arise [5].
One would continue decomposition one step further than desired for product architecture. 
In this case of decomposition, the main functionalities of our product have been studied. These 
include transmitting, receiving, processing and filtering the data, as well as supplying power for 
the different components.  These five main functionalities were also divided into smaller subsets, 
where it comes to the physical elements. 

2.3.2 Assign interfaces and DSM engine methods 
With the defined elements in previous section now it is possible to start building the 
DSM. A square matrix will be used and defined elements will be placed for rows and 
columns. I have already mentioned that in this study each column may have an interaction 
on elements in rows or each row may receive an interaction or data flow from the 
elements in columns. 
After correctly arranging the interfaces’ marks in the DSM, this is the time to correctly 
analyze the interactions to find out the structure of it.  There are two methods of analysis 
the DSM, Clustering and Partitioning (Sequencing).

    Clustering: The aim of this method focuses on finding the cluster of modules within the 
system and it is more useable in the cases that the elements of system are more static than be 
time-based, such as component-based or team-based DSMs. This type of analysis tries to put the
elements in a cluster or module that has more and stronger interaction within the cluster rather 
than the interactions among the clusters. The best way is to get marked elements of the matrix as 
close as possible to the diagonal [14]. An example of clustering is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of clustering presentation of DSM                       
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          Partitioning (Sequencing): This method works for the time-based DSMs such as 
parameter-based and activity-based DSMs. The outcome of this analysis will result in a matrix, 
which we use to study the feedback and reworks. It is more desirable to do the partitioning in 
order to change the DSM to a lower triangular matrix. This process has been done in 3 steps. 
First, one has to schedule the tasks that do not have any dependencies. Any empty rows and 
columns are included here. Each empty row means that no elements give any input to that row, so 
these rows can be performed firstly because they need no data. These rows can move to the top of 
the matrix. Any empty columns means that they do not provide information for any of the 
elements therefore the can be performed last. These columns can move to the right side of the 
matrix. After completing this re-ordering of empty rows and columns it is time to re-order the 
loops. Loops contain the elements with a mark, and those marks show the need for information 
for a specific element from future tasks or elements. One of the methods to identify the loops is 
path searching. In order to re-arrange the elements inside each loop, it is easier to just focus on 
that loop and consider it as a new matrix separate from the general DSM. After this we should 
apply the method for positioning the empty rows and columns within the loop [15]. A better 
understanding of the partitioning procedure is shown in Figure 7. The partitioning algorithm will 
move the dependencies below the diagonal as much as possible. Remaining dependencies above 
the diagonal are those assumptions that result in feedback and loops [17].

Figure 7. Example of partitioning procedure of DSM
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There are two other methods of tearing and banding that are rather helpful in further analyzing 
the two earlier methods of clustering and partitioning. 

     Tearing: In this method, a set of feedback elements are determined, such that moving them 
from the matrix will result in a lower triangular DSM. In the other words, there are sets of 
assumptions needed to start the iterations design process. There are two important criteria in 
order to apply the tearing procedure:
One has to try to minimize the number of tears because each of the tears refers to an initial guess. 
It is better to have less approximation and guess at the beginning of the process. 
Also it is better to have tears within smaller blocks along the diagonal, because if there are two 
blocks which overlap each other, they will make a smaller block belong to both of them. This 
smaller block will iterate more often so it is more desirable to assign tearing to this smaller block, 
which affects the two bigger blocks as well [11].

     Banding:   This as alternative to the partitioning, and shows the independent, parallel or 
concurrent activities. It is shown by lightening and darkening the rows in a DSM. Rows of the 
same color have no dependency and are parallel. Those items belong to one band or level. It is 
obvious that it is preferred to have fewer bands because it helps the concurrency of the project 
[11] [16]. An example of banding is depicted in Figure 8. In this figure elements or tasks B, D, E 
and G are not dependent and they can be done simultaneously. In the process of determining the 
bands, no feedback is considered [11].

Figure 8. Example of banded DSM
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2.4Integration and analysis 

Outcomes of two major methods of portioning and clustering can be analyzed separately 
in the field of reworks (iterations) and integration analysis respectively.                                                           
Depending on what outcomes that are expected for specific system-level performance, the 
DSM can be analyzed. Here we explain each of the reworks calculations and integration 
analysis.

2.4.1 The Integration Analysis Method          
      
     The integration is a process with several layers and the most important one takes place inside 
each development team. The complexity of the integration process is closely dependent on the 
interfaces between the elements of the system. It is very important to structure the system while 
considering the interactions. 
After correctly decomposing the system, studying the interactions and assigning the interfaces 
between elements, it is time to integrate the elements to the complete system or product.    
So far, the DSM has been completed and clusters have been defined. The different elements in 
each cluster have some characteristics in common and in the upper layer the different clusters 
may have overlaps. These overlaps raise the elements that have more than one type of 
characteristics of the available clusters so by letting the clusters overlap; the system structure will 
be modified.
An example of a re-ordered DSM after clustering and then integration is captured in Figure 9.
It is possible for the system teams to have cross membership, and this cross membership comes 
after the interactions with the product development teams (PDT) and the general interaction 
through the system teams. There are some PDTs or elements that do not participate in any of the 
clusters. These PDTs have a special role across the entire project [5]. 
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Figure 9. Example of clustered DSM

2.4.2 The iterations analysis method

      So far, DSM has been used as a method that enhances the product development process 
where the parallel (Independent) and coupled (dependent) activities are captured and visualized 
efficiently. However, in all the complex product developments, reworks and iterations are 
common. Despite this, the number of these reworks and iteration varied and increased by 
increasing the inefficiency of interfaces among the parallel tasks [18].
The iteration processes can be improved either by faster execution of the iterations or lead less 
number of iteration in the iteration development process. One of the critical solutions to the less 
number of iterations can be conducted by making it possible to guess the outcomes from a task as 
an input for the other one in a coupled development process [9]. This is an interesting case in the 
field of iteration studies.
In this part we are going to focus on finding the tasks which participates the most in the iteration 
process. 
Documenting the iterations and estimating the amount of reworks that are needed in a complete 
cycle of the system development is the intention of the controlling features of the iteration 
procedure [9]. 
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         One can analyze the amount of reworks after applying the partitioning method and finding 
the feedback and loops. In Figure 5, after partitioning or sequencing the DSM, we see that some 
elements (B, D and G) make a loop together. This loop will start to work from an initial value and 
will end after some specific amount of work. Here we are going to show one of the possible 
methods in order to calculate this amount of work in each step of iteration. We will consider 
those elements of the DSM that build and loop and define this part of the DSM as a Work 
Transformation Matrix. In order to apply linear algebra on WTM, three assumptions will be 
made:

- The elements of WTM are time-independent
- The amount of reworks are related to the last stage of iteration
- The model is a fully parallel iteration in every step.

Work vector tu is considered to be a vector of length n, where the length of this vector is equal to 

the number of elements or tasks to be completed during the system process. Each element of 
work vector stands for the amount of work to be done after iteration stage t in order to complete 
that stage and the initial form of work vector contains only ones and will be shown by 0u . It 

means all the works remain at the beginning. 
After each iteration stage, the equation below holds:

                       1 ttu Au                                    (1)

                      1/ (1 )                                     (2)

                      0
t

tu A u
                                    (3)

Here A is a matrix where each elements of this matrix, ija stands for the amount of reworks for 

the element i , caused by the element j . In the other word, if one wants to do one unit of work on 

j then, it will cause ija amount of rework for the element i . 

For i = j , ija is equal to zero. The sum of the all work vectors defines the total number of work 

to be done in whole system development. 

                                                            0
0

M
t

t

A uU



                                

(4)

In matrixU , the amount of 1 shows no rework for the related element during the subsequent 
stages but any fraction of one shows the percentage of rework. For example, if one element of U
is 1.4 then, it shows 40% of rework on that element.
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Now with linear algebra analysis, it is possible to find out if the design is optimum and how fast 
the results of reworks converge. 
First, matrix Ashould be decomposed to its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 

                      
1A S S                                 (5)               

 is a diagonal matrix and the values are the eigenvalues of matrix A .
tA derives from this equation:

                    
1t tS SA                                   (6)

And the total amount of rework comes from the:                                             
                                  

                                                         

1
0

0

( )
M

t

t

uU S S 



 
                       (7)

                    has to be smaller for an efficient outcome from the iteration loop design. It is obvious that for 
small amount of  , this summation converges, while for  s greater than one; by increasing the 
M, the summation will not be bound. Even with  s greater than one, the model can be applied 
but it may not result in efficient design for the iteration loop.  

By this definition, the slower mechanism of iterations has bigger eigenvalues that are real and 
positive [9]. The related eigenvectors have positive elements and refer to the slower mechanism 
as well.
By increasing the value of M the rework equation will results in:

      
1 1

0( ) S uU S I                                  (8)

The phrase 1( )I   is the diagonal values, and it give a weight to each of the eigenvalues in the 

form 1/ (1 ) .

The more positive and real eigenvalues result in no oscillation in design but complex and 
negative eigenvalues result in oscillation. Here the oscillation means that the work is shifting 
from element to element [9].
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3 Implementation of DSM with real data

In this section we continue with two different scenarios. In the first scenario will focus on static 
DSM and clustering. In the second scenario will focus on time dependent DSM and partitioning 
the DSM as well.
Furthermore, in second scenario we will see how the partitioned DSM helps us estimate the 
iteration and reworks. 

3.1Earlier work (static DSM)

As a consultant company AT Kearney began the preliminary study of the RUs by defining the 
function tree and continued their work by building DSM, clustering and defining the modularity 
index.

3.1.1 Decomposition, building DSM and Clustering 

The function tree helps decomposition process while deciding about the modules as well. Within 
this study, five levels are defined in function tree, and the last level formed the elements of design 
structure matrix. In total, 55 elements were defined in the DSM. 
This DSM engine is a static one and they used the clustering method in order to estimate the 
proper modules.   

In Figure 10, a schematic of the clustered DSM have been shown.
Each diagonal squares stands for a module in first layer of modules. These modules are more 
general and in the next layers will decompose to smaller modules. Smaller modules contain more 
details in product decomposition. Modules layers and decomposition of product to the function 
blocks are shown in Table 2 for older designs.
For more details refer to the [20].
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Figure 10. Clustered DSM, based on AT Kearney’s study on Radio Units

3.1.2 Defining the Modularity Index

It is necessary to have an Index to be able to evaluate the outcomes of modularity in design. This 
evaluation will determine how the results fit our demands. There can be different variables act in 
defining the modularity index, so they can build different modularity indexes.
From the variety of choices of modularity indexes, the one with consideration of cost and 
contribution of participation of each module have been chosen by AT Kearney.

Product variants
TK weighted modularity variant index

TK weighted variant per module
                   (9)

Formula (9) deals with cost because of TK weight. This weight is a percentage of total cost for 
each module variant.
Further studies over AT Kearney works on modularity index and propose other possibilities of 
modularity indexes will be done in other projects during the summer 2012.  
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Module L1 Module L2 Module L3 Function block
Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces External basic interfaces
Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Handles & brackets interfaces
Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Chassis & casing
Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Cross-connect interfaces
Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces Mechanics/Interfaces MMI
Main Board Main Board Main Board External support interfaces
Main Board Main Board Main Board PCB & internal cables
Main Board Main Board Main Board Digital
Main Board Main Board Main Board ASC Modem
Main Board Main Board Main Board DC/DC Filter
Main Board Main Board Main Board DC/DC Main
Main Board Main Board Main Board LTU-Frequency Generator
Main Board Main Board Main Board Digital TX
Main Board Main Board Main Board Digital Predistortion
Main Board Main Board Main Board DAC
Main Board Main Board Main Board TX module
Main Board Main Board Main Board TX RF synthesizer
Main Board Main Board Main Board TOR
Main Board Main Board Main Board LNA
Main Board Main Board Main Board Cross connect / Co-site outputs
Main Board Main Board Main Board Fast step attenuators in RF-domain
Main Board Main Board Main Board RF filter
Main Board Main Board Main Board RF mixer
Main Board Main Board Main Board RX RF synthesizer
Main Board Main Board Main Board IF filter
Main Board Main Board Main Board IF mixer
Main Board Main Board Main Board IF-VGA
Main Board Main Board Main Board Fast step attenuators in IF-domain
Main Board Main Board Main Board ADC
Main Board Main Board Main Board TDD Switch
Main Board Main Board Main Board Digital RX
Main Board Main Board Main Board Monitor & control RX
Main Board Main Board Main Board Temp sensor(s) RX
Main Board Main Board Main Board Bias-T
PAU PAU PAU DC/DC PA
PAU PAU PAU Driver amplifier
PAU PAU PAU Power amplifier
PAU PAU PAU Temp sensor PA
PAU PAU PAU Cooling fins
PAU PAU PAU Directional coupler in PA
PAU PAU PAU Circulator
PAU PAU PAU Tor2
PAU PAU PAU Monitor and control PA
FU FU FU AIB
FU FU FU Filter

Table 2. Module levels and function blocks                                             
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3.2Time Dependent DSM

RUs are set of integrated electronic components, where there are different types of data flows and 
make it necessary to specify the types and path of data flows. In time-dependent DSM the role of 
data flows has been considered. The analysis after time-dependent DSM will not just focus on 
clusters but also helps to determine modules base on the flows within and between them.  
In the first step of time-dependent building of DSM, we started to collect the data and ordered 
them. The outcome was used to arrange the DSM elements. It is based on the latest changes in 
platform 6 design. 
In Table 3 the decomposition of platform 6 have been shown. This leads to 76 elements in DSM. 
In the next step we assigned the number one to each valid interface in DSM. The interfaces are 
assumed to be valid from elements in columns to the elements in rows so the proper DSM is the 
lower triangular one. This can be done in another format where the interfaces are valid from rows 
to the columns. We explained this format before in section Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
Design Structure Matrix.
In time-dependent DSM it is necessary to consider this order while in static DSM it is not 
necessary. The clustering of static DSM does not depend on the direction of data flow, but its aim 
is to put the marks near as possible to the diagonal and form the clusters and chunks. In this way 
we are allowed even to put the marks symmetrical to the diagonal as well, so each interface will 
be repeated two times but in time-dependent DSM the aim is to reorder the elements to catch the 
cascade form of the order. This will case less feedback loops and less reworks in design.
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Table 3. Platform6, overview of decomposition, Electronics

Electronics

PA 

Driver 
PA

PA lid
PA  PCB

FU

Fu lid
FU chassis

Tuning screw
Resonator

AIB ROA
Coupler
Switch

Antenna calibration port
AIB lid

AIB PCB
TRX lid

TRX PCB

TRX 

DCDC ROZ

Input Filter
Buss-Volt Converter

PA converter
Driver converter

TMA/RET Volt converter
TRX Low-Volt converter

LTU ROZ
CLTU
DLTU

FF ROZ reference chain
DAC

UP converter

Digital6 ROZ

Warp 
DRAM
Flash
SFP

RX RF ROZ

TMA ATT
LNA

RF Filter
DSA

RFAGC
RF Mixer
IF Filter

RX ADC ROR
IF ASIC
AA Filter
RX ADC

TX Low level ROR

DAC
TX ASIC
TX Synth

TOR
TOR Synth

AIB ROZ
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3.2.1 Building DSM

The initial DSM is depicted in Figure 11. In this figure most of the interfaces place below the 
diagonal and there are few marks above the diagonal which tells us about the iteration loops. 
These loops are needed to be captured and we have to define the loops carefully. Studying the 
iteration loops will help us know if the design works well and are time-efficient or not. We will 
look at iteration and reworks later.

I have to mention that the decomposed elements of DSM are not from one specific layer. For
example while we have the Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) in RX RF ROZ as an element of DSM, 
the Resonator in Filter Unit (FU) also placed in DSM elements. The LNA and Resonators are not 
in the same level of decomposition.

This will not cause inaccuracy in building DSM, because designers used the same strategy in 
earlier cases of using DSM in other modular products.

3.2.2 Partitioning

We already explain the Partitioning method in section Assign interfaces and DSM engine 
methods in chapter  2.3.2. This method is normally used for the time-dependent DSM analysis. 
In this research we used the partitioning to study the data flow within the design of RUs. Instead 
of manually partitioning we decided to use some off the shelf tools, which is more accurate and 
will minimize the errors because our DSM has large number of elements.

There are some available tools sorted below:

Research Tools:

 Excel Macros for Partitioning and Simulation by students at MIT Sloan
 MATLAB Macro for Clustering DSMs by Ronnie Thebeau 
 Triangularization Algorithm by Andrew Kusiak et al.
 Antares DSM by Antonio Neto 
 Cambridge Advanced Modeller by the Engineering Design Center, University of 

Cambridge 
 DeMAID by NASA Langley Research Center 
 Multiplan Professional by Redteam 
 PSM 32 by Problematics 
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Commercial Tools:

 ACCLARO DFSS by Axiomatic Design Solutions, Inc. 
 ADePT Design software suite by Adept Management Ltd. 
 Complex Problem Solver by Redteam 
 IntelliJ IDEA by JetBrains s.r.o. 
 iQUAVIS by ISID, Ltd. and iTiD Consulting, Ltd. 
 Lattix by Lattix, Inc 
 Loomeo by Teseon GmbH 
 PlanWeaver by BIW Technologies 
 Plexus by Plexus Planning Ltd. 
 ProjectDSM by Project DSM Pty Ltd 
 SonarJ by hello2morrow GmbH 
 Structure 101 by Headway Software 

Figure 11. Original time dependent DSM
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The one that we used in this research is the Excel Macro for partitioning and simulation by MIT 
students at Sloan school.
This tool was more convenient to use because the Excel is available for all Ericsson employees
and there is no need to install new programs. Additionally, it is easy to use it because all the 
analyses are programmed already and are available within the macros.
The method we used in analysis of our DSM is a combination of Partitioning and Banding 
together. In this method we first filled up the DSM in Excel file with the original DSM 
information. So in the first round of partitioning we used 76 elements with their interfaces 
pattern. The result of the first round of partitioning is depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Results after first round of partitioning
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In Figure 12, the effect of 40 elements in eight iteration loops is shown in a form of diagonal 
square blocks. No more marks remain above the diagonal except the ones within the diagonal 
square blocks. These iteration loops will produce reworks.
The iteration blocks have to be treated in a way that reduces the reworks as much as possible. We 
used the Banding for analysis of the time dependent DSM in order to eliminate those elements 
that are not involved in diagonal square blocks.
A complete explanation of this method can be found in section Assign interfaces and DSM 
engine methods
33 elements are not involved in diagonal square blocks. With the banding method we removed 
these elements from DSM and applied those elements which are involved in the iteration blocks 
and their interfaces signs to a new DSM engine. 
After running the partitioning macro a new pattern of diagonal square blocks was found. The 
results of second round of partitioning are depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Results after second round of partitioning
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After the second round of partitioning there were 23 elements involved in seven diagonal square 
blocks.  
The result show reduction of the involved elements in iterations and the number of iteration 
blocks. Again we applied this method to these 23 elements of iteration blocks and their signs of 
interfaces. We ran the DSM engine again. Results are depicted in Figure 14. 
This time the number of elements involved in diagonal square blocks did not change. Also the 
number of diagonal square blocks was fixed.  In other words the whole pattern of DSM did not 
changed by partitioning.
This means that it is the optimum state of arrangement of elements in DSM engine.

Figure 14. Results after third round of partitioning
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A summary of partitioning results can be found in Table 4.

ith Round of 
Partitioning

Total Number of 
Elements

Number of Iterated 
Elements

Number of 
Iteration Blocks

First Round 76 43 8
Second Round 43 23 7
Third Round 23 23 7

Table 4. Summary of iteration results

3.3Iteration Analysis
In section 2.4.2 The iterations analysis method we talked about iteration analysis. Here we are 
going to apply this method to one of the diagonal square blocks or iteration blocks. 
For this purpose we chose the iteration blocks that were made by Warp and Core LTU (CLTU). 
This is a iteration matrix.
In order to be able to estimate the reworks amount, we needed to assign a right weight to each of 
the interfaces types in DSM. We used the Table 5. Interface weight increase from 1 for 
Digital/Analog Low Speed to 8, for Digital High Speed with High Synchronization.

Interface Type Classification/Rating
Digital HS with High Sync 8
IF/RF 7
Digital HS 6
DC High Current 5
Clock HS 4
Mechanical 3
DC Low Current 2
Digital/Analog LS 1

Table 5. Classification of interface types
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The modeling matrix of these two elements is depicted in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Warp and CLTU interfaces via DSM

CLTU has IF/RF type of interface over Warp and Warp has Digital/Analog low speed interface.
In order to model the transformation matrix we are going to assign new values to the interfaces 
weight. It is suggested by [9] to assign 0.05, 0.25 and 0.5 to the weak, medium and strong 
interfaces respectively. The reasoning described in [9] states that by scaling the values the 
eigenvector will not change.  Also small changes in one of the values the results will not change 
considerably, which means the design mode is robust.

The transformation matrix A is: A

                                                                                                                                      (10)

After decomposition of matrix A to its eigenvalues and eigenvectors we have:

       
       Eigenvalues                                                                                                          (11)

        

        Eigenvectors                                                                                                         (12)
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By replacing the values of (11) and (12) in formula (8) we have:

                   
                                                                                                                                     (13)
        

                                                                                                                                     (14)

In (13) the weight on the second eigenvector is larger than the first one. This shows that this 
design mode has a significant role in this iteration process. Also in (14), the most of the work will 
be completed by the second task in this iteration as well. It is not necessarily more weight on 
specific eigenvector will also complete most of the work for the related task.

1 1
0
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4 Visualization 

A proper way of visualizing data is an important step in modularity, in order to keep all different 
design teams together and make it easier to understand the role of each design team in whole 
project.

In this research we followed the targets as bellow:

 See the results during and after modularization process
 Be able to evaluate the design process 
 Keep the right direction in design toward the modular outcome
 Keep the design team, motivate about, what they are doing

Data visualization classification shows taxonomy of model-based and abstract versions. In 
model-based method the specification of data is less considered while the main interest is about 
the specification of models of the data [21].abstract visualization creates a shape to conceptual 
ideas in two or three dimensional [22]. 
Our aim was to reach to the model-based form of visualization because there are available some 
abstract form of visualization within the Ericsson but there is a lack of model-based visualization 
tool which is more tangible 
The abstract model is already available, where the data ordered in text and tables but the model-
based form will use more graphical features to make it easier and more convenient for users to 
understand the data.

4.1Building up the Database 

In first step of visualization, we started from abstract visualization. Our aim was to move the 
visualization from abstract to model-based scientific visualization.
Excel environment was used to build the database. It is decided to divide the project to five 
layers. From first layer to fifth layer, they contain completed products, sub-assemblies, physical 
modules, logical modules and finally the components.
In Figure 16we can see some part of this plan.
It is also showing for the frequency dependency for each part whether they are frequency 
dependent by F, frequency independent by Ind or the supported frequencies can be grouped by 
FG.

Required number of each part is mentioned below each one.
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Figure 16. Defined layers within database

Because of significant role of supported bands it is important to mention each product support 
which bands and also each components support which band as well. It is depicted in Figure 17.
This figure shows that product RRUS13 is supporting all the FDD bands except B10. Also AIB 
PCB needs 6 PCB for bands B12, B13, B14, B26, B5, B20, B8, B0, B11, B21, B24, B9, B4, B10, 
B3, B2 and B25. Two other PCBs are needed for rest of the Bands.

Figure 17. Supported bands by products and components
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4.1.1 Functional Macros
For this model we assign some macros. Those macros are written to support needed functionality 
of model as well. 

 Select Level, this macro enable us to select which layer we want to see and will hide 
other layers. 

 Select Bands, this macro enable us to choose which component supported bands we want 
to see.

 Vision Mode, make a selection between products supported bands and layers. We would 
be able to see one of them or both of them.

 Export PowerPoint, this macro will export from Excel database a PowerPoint file.

This database can use for expansion of visualization of RUs like export the PowerPoint file.
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4.2Off the Shelf Visualization Tools

I made a broad search for the off the shelf tools in order to visualize our abstract database to a 
more model based one.
In this search we found different tools. Now we are going to introduce the one that can full fill 
our demands for the model based visualized RUs most. 

4.2.1 TreeMap
            
This software is an area-based visualization method, where the data specified by size and color. It 
is using nested rectangles. The size of each rectangle is proportional to the size of the data. The 
interesting feature of TreeMap is the ability to shows tremendous data in screen simultaneously.
This is what we are looking for because of large number of components and also large number of 
the bands. The supported type of frequency dependency also is another factor to be covered in 
visualization. The input data can be in different types of data. In our work it is interesting that 
TreeMap is supporting the Excel as an input as well. A macro will convert our data base to an 
appropriate Excel chart. This Excel chart is an input to the TreeMap. An example of RUs 
database that used in TreeMap is depicted in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Implementation of RU with TreeMap
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4.2.2 TreeMap Features 

 Grouping helps in ordering the data in proper way. By using this feature we are able to 
sort the data. It is not necessary to obey the hierarchical structure in grouping so the data 
can be grouped from first layer to the last layer or vise versa. Also we are allowed to 
disturb this order between two boundaries.

 Filtering helps to filter the data. Because of the large number of the components and their 
related data to show, it will be really hard to track the specific part in TreeMap. It is more 
convenient to filter the rest of the product and just focus on the specific parts Figure 19. 
After filtering the rest of data will be adjusted to the screen then a bigger portion will 
assign to these data so each square scale to be bigger in size of dimensions.

 Tree Table shows the percentage of participation of each part as a subset in its reference 
set. In Figure 20 an example of using this feature is shown.

Figure 19. Filtering in TreeMap
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Figure 20. Tree Table schematic

For further study of TreeMap refer to the [23]. 

4.2.3 Evaluation of TreeMap

In trade of between model-based or abstract visualization tool the TreeMap tend to the abstract 
model while offers some graphical features. The graphical features are based on the color and 
size of the squares assortment. In aspect of visualization a work have to be done over graphical 
problems. This will help make the visualization more model-based and understandable. Because 
of the same shape that applied to all the elements the TreeMap failed in giving a conceptual 
understanding of data taxonomy. Color divisions also failed because it is not very convenient to 
track the details by colors when the elements of case of study increased. 
Grouping and filtering features within the TreeMap are used easily. These features help order the 
data quickly and respect to the different characteristics of the data. Filtering helps eliminate part 
of the data and focus on the desiered part of data, then tracking the sets and subsets are more 
convenient. 
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5. Conclusion

In modularity of RUs the method of using DSM has been investigated. First the static DSM has 
been used by the consultant company, AT Kearney. We used a time-dependent DSM in order to 
study the data flow and reworks. The main issue was to decide about the level of decomposition. 
This will affect all future studies over RU, so we need to priorities decomposition.  

The iteration matrix has been used in order to calculate the amount of work that have to be done 
in an iteration loop. Decomposition of the iteration matrix to its eigenvalues and eigenvectors and 
made it possible to predict if the design of iteration loop can converge or not. The algorithm has 
been tasted by selecting the Warp and CLTU interfaces in DSM. In this case the design 
converged. Also the amount of work has been calculated.
This has an important role in modular design while we can predict if the design is optimum 
before implement it.

Visualization of modularity can move from abstract form to the model-based form. This will 
results in perceptual recognition of RU design and it is more convenient for designer to 
understand the role of their group in whole design team.

First a general database has been built in Excel and the latest data have been collected, also the 
layers and frequency dependency. The aim was to restrict the visualization in a screen. 
The TreeMap has been used because of its features of limit the whole details in one screen, also 
ability of filtering and grouping the data. 
The problem was the large amount of data that caused difficulties in utilizing this software. By 
increasing the data it is not convenient to read the labels and also graphical features of this 
software is not very noteworthy.
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6. Future Work

Finding an appropriate index to evaluate the modularity degree of RUs is the next step in modular 
design where the modularity of design can be compared within different designs. This index is 
used for comparison between platforms. Also defining the similarity between products in same 
platforms will help to understand the degree of reusability which is one of the effective aspects of
better modular design.
In aspect of visualization a work have to be done over graphical problems. This will help make 
the visualization more model-based and understandable. 
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